TNT PHOTOGRAPHICS
31200 Birchwood Ÿ Westland, Michigan Ÿ 48186
Phone: 734-326-7020 Ÿ Fax: 734-326-7282
Email: info@tntphoto.com

ABOUT TNT PHOTOGRAPHICS
YOUR PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Does your company have an in-house photo department you can call on every time you need professional
photographs, videos for advertising and training, or digital images for ad copy, desktop publishing and client use?
Probably not, since full-time in-house photomedia operations are cumbersome and costly. TNT Photographics
wants to be your photo department – on call for all your photomedia needs. With TNT Photographics, you’ll have
all the benefits without the associated overhead costs.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL IMAGING
How many uses do you have for high quality, professional photographs? Annual reports, advertising copy, training
materials, marketing brochures, product shots, catalogs, and press releases all gain added impact with the right
photographs. After all, a picture is worth a thousand words.
Visuals sell! TNT Photographics takes extreme care in crafting the exact photographs you need, from executive
portraits to product shots, marketing photos or location shots. We’ll provide proofs, enlargements, or digital
images. And we’ll work with you to ensure the highest quality photography – it’s a reflection of your business…
and ours!

VIDEOGRAPHY AND CINEMATOGRAPHY
TNT Photographics offers the best in video and motion picture services. Our videographers have years of
experience and an extraordinary talent for following action with eye-catching composition.
We use state-of-the-art equipment for all our video work. You can count on excellence with our Canon and Sony
cameras. Our Steadicam setup is “just like in the movies,” and our minicams are designed to take advantage of
unique mounting opportunities to produce memorable perspectives. And if your needs include motion picture,
we’re experienced with Ariflex cameras.
In the editing suite, we provide full service. We have an extensive collection of music in varying moods and
lengths to enhance your video footage. Choose music only or a combination of music and narration. We’ll work
with the narrator of your choice, or provide voice-over talent for you. And our tasteful video graphics include a
variety of fonts, fills, segues and animations to add the pizzazz you want.
We’ve considered every detail for you – right down to a choice of tape formats from VHS to broadcast quality.
Whether it’s a training tape, demonstration video, sales tool or TV commercial, consider TNT Photographics for
your next video project.

EXPERIENCE PAYS OFF!
Great media pieces are not a matter of chance. They are carefully planned for background, lighting and
composition. Because our photographers and videographers are detail-oriented artists, we’ll be able to show you
and your business, activity or event to the very best advantage.

THE MAN BEHIND TNT
Tom Trinkwalder, chief photographer and owner of TNT Photographics, has been working in the fields of
photography, videography and cinematography for almost 30 years. He uses state-of-the-art technology, including
Hasselblad and Canon still cameras, Sony and Canon video cameras, and Ariflex motion picture cameras, in
addition to Pentium-based digital imaging equipment.
His experience ranges from air shows, automotive firms, entertainers and manufacturing concerns to service
industries, sports and training applications.

